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ALICANTE, A COSTA BLANCA FŐVÁROSA

A SÉTÁNY TÖBB, MINT 6 MILLIÓ MOZAIKBÓL ÉPÜLT FEL



ALICANTE, A COSTA BLANCA FŐVÁROSA



A VÁROST GYÖNYÖRŰ KIRÁNDULÓHELYEK VESZIK KÖRÜL



GASZTRONÓMIA

EZ A MEDITERRÁN GYÖNGYSZEM GASZTRONÓMIAI ÉLMÉNYEKKEL IS KÉNYEZTET



BELTÉRI PROGRAMOK A HOTEL EUROSTARS LUCENTUM 

4 CSILLAGOS SZÁLLODA KONFERENCIATERMÉBEN

Palming (relaxation)

Visual memory : imagine the shape

In a group. With your eyes closed you

have to touch the figure to recreate it.

Introduction

Presentation about your

country, town and school



BELTÉRI PROGRAMOK A HOTEL EUROSTARS LUCENTUM 

SZÁLLODA KONFERENCIATERMÉBEN

Shodo Japanese calligraphy

Not only a highly regarded art form in 

Japan, both a skill and an aesthetic.

Its main focuses are simplicity, beauty

and a mind-body connection.

The objective is the subtle connection

with the movement without forgetting

the breath and the position



BELTÉRI PROGRAMOK A HOTEL EUROSTARS LUCENTUM 

SZÁLLODA KONFERENCIATERMÉBEN

BREATHING TECHIQUES: 3 keys to

breathing well

Breathe in and out from the abdomen.

Breath in and out through your nose.

Blow out a little more air than you take in.

CONCENTRATION

(vision training cards + ball)

Focus/Peripheral

vision training

(vision training cards)



HEALTHY BREAKFAST A HOTEL EUROSTARS LUCENTUM 

SZÁLLODA ÉTTERMÉBEN

The task was to follow low carbohydrate diet.

Sugar was not allowed.



KÜLTÉRI PROGRAMOK

Walking with eyes closed

„Battle” touch 10 backs

It improves coordination, peripheral vision and reflexes

Games with the ball

These exercises improve spatial vision, coordination and 

reflexes

Much of the BMN training was done outdoors. Physical activities  range from the 

most subtle to the most demanding and all of them are always adaptable. (trekking, 

ocular gymnastics, shodō, orienteering, breathing.



HEGYMÁSZÁS

Benefits of rock climbing

It keeps us active and healthy

Being a full-body exercise it involves every part of the

body,

It developes flexibility, hand-eye coordination

It increases endurance, decision making skills.

It builds confidence.

Much of the BMN training was done outdoors. Physical activities  range 

from the most subtle to the most demanding and all of them are always

adaptable. (trekking, ocular gymnastics, shodō, orienteering, breathing.



TENGERPARTI PROGRAMOK
Packrafting

A packraft is a portable lightweight inflatable

boat. It is common for packrafters to combine

several sports like hiking, climbing and 

paddling.

Learning how to kayak teaches you to use

creative problem solving skills under pressure

and creates an awareness of the natural world. 

It teaches persistence and introduces the idea 

of risk vs. reward.



TENGERPARTI PROGRAMOK

Grounding

Practice of connecting your body with the

physical earth

Benefits:

Promote relaxation

Improve mood

Support healthy circulation. 



KÖSZÖNÖM A FIGYELMET


